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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

This story is about the "Great Reset" for energy. First, some philosophy. The topic of "energy" is a

tricky one. The brutal reality is that today, we are stuck in a place where the monopoly on energy

production is an absolute de facto requirement on the part of the people in positions of high power

— and consequently, most if not all currently available methods of generating energy to suit the

needs of the modern life and industrial manufacturing are on the destructive side.

All mass scale methods involve abuses of nature or ill effects to our health — just look at landNlls,

air pollution, oil leaks, noisy wind turbines invading the sea, TeOon-laced solar panels, Chernobyl,

and Fukushima — and yet we do depend on having access to energy!

It's unclear whether we as a species took a wrong turn altogether when we went for the industrial

revolution — or whether we can Ngure out "energy" one day in an existentially meaningful manner

without sacriNcing our modern day habits.

I really don't know the answer to that question, only time will tell. But what I do know is that

corporate environmentalism is a lie, and that their "green sustainable energy" is not remotely green

— unless they mean the color of money — nor sustainable.

funding new human futures pif tweet

Oil extraction is destructive. Solar panels and their TeOon are destructive. Miles of wind turbines

are destructive. Nuclear is straight out immediately deadly when it breaks (but it is coming at us

like a bulldozer, hence the topic of this article.)

The energy industry, due to its core signiNcance to every other industry and its tremendous proNt

potential, attracts the most unscrupulous, opportunistic, and ruthless people — and it has made a

number of them disproportionately rich and powerful. Just look at the oil dynasties in America or at

the Russian oligarchs who got rich off natural resources after the fall of the Soviet Union!

Oil Wars of the Past and Present

Here is just one example, a glimpse into historical oil-related murders, as they unfolded on the

Osage land in the early 20th century. At the dawn of the century, the members of the Osage nation

— after being forced off their original ancestral lands — found themselves sitting on top of

abundant oil reserves in their newly purchased land in Oklahoma. And suddenly, they became very

rich.

By the 1920s, the Osage became the wealthiest people per capita in the world. And then the

murders began, and high-level cold-blooded conspiracies — and by the way, the NPR actually uses

the word "conspiracy," despite the fact that conspiracies allegedly do not exist — and then

legislation was passed that obliged the Osage to have white "guardians" for everything they did.

Which is to say, the power holders are very speciNc about who is allowed to make exuberant

amounts of money off natural resources. I don't think that has changed. Here is a very poignant

presentation by David Grann who wrote a book about it called, "Killers Of The Flower Moon: The

Osage Murders And The Birth Of The FBI":

Futuristic Ideas

Right now, the power holders are seemingly attempting a major restructuring of the world's

economy and a major tightening of the peasants' belts — and restructuring of the energy industry is

a part of their ambition.

A curious bit: in addition to the broadly promoted solar and wind (done destructively, which is

largely omitted), there have been claims that we'll be using green kinetic energy from our bodily

movements and even from our vessel contractions — using special implants for the latter. In that

context, I can't help but think of the famous Microsoft patent on mining crypto with bodily activity …

As a tangent, here is the declared ambition by the World Economic Forum to redesign core

planetary and cellular processes and replace everything natural with everything synthetic. It's quite

stunning.

learning to manage the earth

New Boss Worse Than the Old Boss … or Is It the Same Boss?

While every shift toward novel methods of energy production can elevate a few new faces and give

birth to new Nnancially powerful groups, the same general principle of turning life into proNts

remains intact. And of course, the very people who have owned and messed up the energy industry

in the "old normal" are now talking about "green sustainable development" and "Nghting climate

emergency."

Underneath the rhetoric, they just want to retain and strengthen their ownership of the industry

under the "new normal" — and so they are trying to create new markets out of thin air (sometimes,

literally). To accomplish that goal, they are using various shameless lies about "sustainability" and

"equity" so that they can dominate the new markets that they are creating for themselves, once

again. Simple, elegant and cynical.

new yorks south brooklyn marine terminal bp america tweet
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Bill Gates on Nuclear Energy

In his famous 2010 TED talk — the talk that is mostly remembered for the line about reducing

world's population with vaccines etc. — Bill Gates also talks about his love of nuclear energy.

This 2018 "Bloomberg" article titled, "Billionaires Chase 'SpaceX Moment' for the Holy Grail of

Energy" provides more context:

"The goal is to one day produce clean, almost limitless energy by fusing atoms together rather than

splitting them apart ... Jeff Bezos, Bill Gates and Peter Thiel are just three of the billionaires

chasing what the late physicist Stephen Hawking called humankind's most promising technology."

Safe and effective, I am sure!

Here's Bill Gates, in 2018: "U.S. Leaders Must Embrace Nuclear Energy." According to the article,

published that year, "Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates wants to change an entire nation's energy

policy in 2019 …

The billionaire philanthropist released a letter detailing what he learned in 2018 and what he hopes

to accomplish in 2019. One of his goals for the next year is to persuade U.S. leaders to "get into the

game" of advanced nuclear energy — and the future of our environment could be riding on his

success."

And here is a 2020 NASDAQ.com article titled, "Bill Gates And Big Oil Are Chasing The Nuclear

Fusion Dream": It just reeks of sustainability!

"The decades-old debate over nuclear fusion vs. 6ssion is on the edge of a breakthrough as

startup Commonwealth Fusion Systems wins over Bill Gates and other backers.

Commonwealth Fuel Systems has a system powered by high-temperature superconducting

(HTS) magnets that are key to a push to get a commercial fusion energy system operating

by the early 2030s — years earlier than several major fusion projects around the world.

CFS, a US-based startup that came from Massachusetts Institute of Technology, is

developing its HTS technology to deliver what it claims will commercialize nuclear fusion

power. That comes with unlimited zero-carbon energy, and a much more reliable renewable

energy source for power plants than intermittent wind and solar."

"Nuclear fusion has been seen as the answer to diminishing support for nuclear power

overall since Japan's Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster in 2011. That crisis was followed

in 2013 when the San Onofre nuclear power plant in California was shut down after

replacement steam generators failed; and has so far remained out of commission.

Fusion has been championed as the solution as it creates less radioactive material than

6ssion, and has a nearly unlimited fuel supply."

"Equinor sees CFS as a good 6t for its zero-carbon investment portfolio that already

includes offshore wind and solar. The Norwegian company was part of an $84 million

funding round for the startup that joined an existing group of investors including oil and

gas company Eni and Bill Gates' Breakthrough Energy Ventures." No further comment.

"Safe and Effective," Meaning "Green and Sustainable" Nuclear Energy

According to a rather brilliant pre-COVID documentary called "Trust WHO," the World Health

Organization has consistently downplayed the dangers of nuclear incidents, which I am inclined to

explain by the fact that it is funded by Bill Gates, and Bill Gates just loves nuclear! And here is a

headline from 2021 (not a parody):

chernobyl nature reserve tessa lena tweet

Also, not-a-parody from the UN:

how chernobyl became unexpected haven for wildlife

And here is another recent headline:

could a small nuclear war reverse global warming

In May 2020, I started a Twitter thread about the imminent "greening" of the nuclear energy. So far,

to my horror, it's unfolding according to schedule:

green nuclear energy tessa lena tweet

Case in point:

molten salt reactors discover magazine tweet

The CDC on Radiation Emergency

Meantime, the CDC is putting out new materials about how to act in radiation emergency (Duck and

Cover 2.0):

Where Do We Go From Here?

As I said, it's a tricky one. The state of the energy industry is a direct reOection of our existential

condition as a species. For that reason, I think, if we want to Nnd methods of energy production that

are not particularly destructive, there is no way around addressing the existential issues that have

piled up over centuries — otherwise, we'll just continue living under the boot and depending on that

boot to feed us.

If wanted to do away with the mode of perception practiced by Bill Gates — we suddenly Nnd

ourselves in the realm of soul searching and mystery. I really think that it boils down to honoring

life's mystery — and only from that place, a place of awe and happy, non-martyrdom humility, we'll

be able to Nnd solutions that are not destructive.

Under what Steven Newcomb astutely deNnes as the Domination System, the "energy industry" is

driven by control, and by control alone. If there is a way to make a lot of energy without funneling it

through a mega monopoly, it is going to be immediately shut down — and, who knows, its inventors

and proponents might get shot down. Why? Because "energy" gives rise to everything. Whoever

controls the production of "energy" controls the world.

The entire path we've been on that led to industrial revolution has been a little shoddy. I believe that

there are answers rooted in joy — but we have a long way to go before we get there. For now

though, be careful. They say that looking at energy bills can give you a heart attack!

About the Author

To Nnd more of Tessa Lena's work, be sure to check out her bio, Tessa Fights Robots.
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GREEN CAPITALISM: ANOTHER CORPORATE GIMMICK TO AVOID A REAL RECKONING The notion of green capitalism implies that the

costs of tackling climate change are too high for governments to bear on their own, and that the private sector always has better

answers. For proponents of green capitalism, the public-private partnership will ensure that the transition from brown to green

capitalism is cost-neutral. Two-thirds of the total emissions since the Industrial Revolution have come from just 90 corporations. Yet

even if the managers of the world's worst polluters were willing to pursue rapid decarbonization, their shareholders would resist.

The law offers licenses to externalize costs in green capitalism. Governments have liberally subsidized fossil fuel industries for

decades, spending $5.5 trillion (before and after taxes), or 6.8% of global GDP, in 2017. What if fossil fuel companies ever run out of

earnings to offset these taxes? breaks, they can simply be sold to a more proNtable company, thereby rewarding their shareholders for

their loyalty. Advocates of green capitalism hope to continue this game. This is why they are now pushing governments to subsidize

asset replacement, so that as the price of brown assets declines, the price of green assets will rise to compensate asset holders.

subsidies is the centuries-old process of legally codifying capital through property, corporate, trust, and bankruptcy laws.

press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691178974/the-code-of-capital

 childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/green-capitalism-corporate-climate..
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Due to the tremendous proNtability of the energy industry, it has historically attracted the most

ruthless individuals who robbed and murdered without any qualms

$

Unfortunately, both the “old normal” and the “new normal” methods of energy production are

on the destructive side
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The same players who have been destroying nature and polluting for decades are now

pretending to care about the environment, and are using new messaging to continue

dominating the market and create new markets for themselves out of thin air
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The reality is also that energy companies always win because they constitute oligopolies of strength and power in any

government. As millions of workers have been hit by rising gasoline prices, a new analysis published Tuesday shows that 25 of

the world's largest fossil fuel corporations collectively made a "mind-boggling" proNt of $205 billion on last year, and Big Oil is

exploiting Russia's war against Ukraine to cash in even more at the pump in 2022 and further its Nnancial interests. According

to the new report from government watchdog Accountable.US, major oil and gas companies took full advantage of last year's

soaring prices and record proNts. Fourteen Nrms rewarded shareholders with more than $35 billion in share buybacks and

dividend increases. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/big-oil-companies-eye-popping-prof..  (03/18/2022)
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Yes, as always, the Predator$ assimilate then take over any efforts from coming from ordinary people. There was our Green

New Deal and the discussions around the concept. Now have the Greenwashing coming from the Preator$ whose message to

those who may have heard of the original concepts but not engaged in them end up believing they are participating in a positive

thing. Like once upon a time buy natural pretty much meant Organic and most knew it. Then the language was processed

through the Predator$ system & legal maneuverings so what was natural has ended up being their same old system, but fuzzy

enough to get away with it, as far as ordinary people realize.

We then created the Organic starting out with stronger guidelines. Now we've had those same mechanism inserting themselves

into the Organic methods and the sneaky same old, same old, keep the Industrial Chemical Ag grinding along. Once again &

now armed with new knowledge we have had to expand what was once Organic into, (thankfully,) even better systems,

Sustainable Biodynamic, Permaculture. Already, the Rockefeller Oil, Energy, Nnance driven forces are using our language to

attach to their false destructive systems.

Already the virtue signaling commercials are running often with young faces scolding the older generations as if monumental

efforts of the past never happened. We don't need the Predator$ solutions, there are others.

www.organicconsumers.org/blog/beyond-gloom-and-doom?utm_medium=email&a..  As someone else posted here a while ago,

The old die, the young forget & the unborn will never know.
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Thanks Just, your words are very accurate and the link is very interesting. The globalite elites have the belief that they are Gods,

and can govern the destiny of humanity, without the risk of causing serious pandemics that reproduce other "perfect storms"

such as AIDS. We need nature, and an ecosystem governed by the laws of nature, not by the Gods of corruption. The Earth has

lost 58% of its animals in the last 40 years, meanwhile bacteria resistant to antibiotics and the new generation of viruses grow.

The food system is unsustainable, and calls for changes in consumption patterns, to preserve the biological sustenance of

humanity. Chemical and electromagnetic pollution is becoming more alarming every day. Our immune system is in decline,

while bacteria and viruses feed on the barbarities that man has committed in nature.

Climate change has resulted in a decline in air quality, in addition to extreme weather events and many other environmental

problems. Changes in climate could lead to the spread of infectious diseases in areas where they are not commonly found. The

increase in the planet's temperatures is altering climatological events and a warmer climate can increase the populations of

mosquitoes and insects, which are responsible for transmitting diseases such as malaria and dengue. The impact of climate

change will be widespread, and there are indications that measures should be taken to prevent health risks.
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A report released by a pair of nonproNts sheds light on "Wall Street heavyweights" at private equity Nrms that "polish their

reputations through hundreds of millions of dollars in philanthropy, even as their investments help drive climate catastrophe".

New analysis by LittleSis and the Private Equity Stakeholder Project (PESP), titled “Private Equity's Dirty Dozen: 12 Firms

Dripping in Oil and the Wealthy Executives Who Run Them,” highlights that as asset managers and big banks face increasing

scrutiny for their climate, crushing conduct, "private equity Nrms and the billionaires and billionaires who lead them have largely

escaped scrutiny." “This has to change,” the document declares.

“Private equity Nrms are fueling the climate crisis and environmental injustice with investments in fracked gas, pipelines, coal

plants and offshore drilling. These damaging investments mirror other destructive impacts of private capital in other areas of

the economy, such as retail, restaurants, health care, and incarceration.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/private-equity-Nrms-oil-executive..  (02/16/2022)
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The energy we should be using is ELECTRON energy. This would also clean up pollution and improve food supply. Solar is touted as

THE solution sadly it’s not! Instead we should be using GEOTHERMAL. Share the knowledge.
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The issues in this article focus on pollution and environmental destruction. The fact is that the global population is increasing. Where

there are people, there is garbage. In most parts of the world, the solution to garbage is to dump it somewhere--if at all possible, far

away from where it is produced. For example, large cities make laws against polluting their own environments, so they often try to

dump their wastes in less-regulated pristine rural areas. Even wilderness areas! Garbage trucks pick up wastes that result from

households, result from medical facilities, industry, etc. The trucks must take the waste "somewhere" (short of dumping it into

waterways, which some municipalities still do).

Water treatment plants treat waste water. The toxic sludge remains. It likely contains pathogens, plastics, hormones and drugs,

industrial chemicals and radioactive wastes. these can be reduced by treatment, but not eliminated. These kill the soil and wildlife.

They may also enter ground water or waterways. What is needed is long-term solutions, not temporary out-of-sight, out-of-mind

stealth dumping. This will require some capitol investment that will pay off in the long run. We need to use emerging technology for

special incineration plants. It has already been done in some states and nations. These plants could be built in areas seeking projects

for economic development, also providing employment and expansion.

Each employee would bring money into the community and require other local services from grocery stores to schools, mechanics and

beauty salons, etc.. The Nnal wastes would be extremely compacted and could be disposed of at DEQ toxic waste sites. Meanwhile,

these plants could separate out various fuels, such as hydrogen gas. Many factories would be willing to locate near these plants, help

Nnance these plants and purchase the resulting fuels in order to obtain a dependable off-grid fuel supply, without interruption. What's

not to like?
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-continued- Not all fossil fuels can be eliminated. For example, where there is a need for heavy equipment, fossil fuels may be

the most evcient and only practical form of energy. In some parts of the country, wind and solar are not practical, either. That is

not to say there could not be good uses of certain technologies where they would be useful. Weight and power are signiNcant

issues. perhaps in a few more years, the battery storage problems will also be solved. More rapid recharging, more power, more

battery storage capacity... The amount of resources needed to be extracted, often with heavy equipment burning fossil fuels, for

alternative forms of non-fossil fuels must be taken into consideration. The safety of lighter-weight vehicles in accidents. The

ability to do work. (Work = Force x Distance) The cost. The evciency. These are all very real issues needing to be addressed.

There will not be a single solution for everything.
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Yes, Almond, the EPA has approved the land application of treated sewage sludge, also known as biosolids, over objections

from its own scientists, myself included. Now, all the contaminants that the EPA strictly regulates in the air and water are

present in the soil in concentrations millions of times higher. In an emergency memo titled "Management Alert: Certain Publicly

Disclosed Toxics Release Inventory Data Is Inaccurate," Charles J. Sheehan revealed that, by conducting the Toxics Release

Inventory Impact Audit (TRI), whistleblowers late in EPA's annual report The National Analysis of TRI , the Ovce of the Inspector

General (OIG) concluded that what EPA is telling the public about toxic releases and what is actually happening does not exactly

line up .

The EPA while all of this was going on this corrupt agency apparently works for chemical companies instead of the people who

pay their employees' wages, there are literally thousands of chemicals on the market today that are harming and killing people

with no consequences. theintercept.com/2017/07/26/chemical-industry-herbicide-poison-papers/

 www.epa.gov/sites/default/Nles/2019-04/documents/_epaoig_20190408-19-..

 thehill.com/policy/energy-environment/437908-watchdog-warns-in-rare-al..
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This treasure trove of 20,000 documents comes to us thanks to the faithful work of Dr. Jonathan Latham, who currently runs

Independent Science News. With the help of truth detective Carol Van Strum, Dr. Latham has released this damning collection of

evidence revealing how the EPA has long functioned basically as an extension of the chemical industry, approving rubber

stamps for chemicals that are extremely toxic to humans. www.wnyc.org/.../poison-papers-reveal-all

 www.poisonpapers.org/.../3  . Greenhouse gases must be reduced, with clean energy, made with care of nature.

We must consider methane is emitted during the production and transportation of coal, natural gas and oil. Methane emissions

also result from ranching and other industrial agricultural practices, land use, and the decomposition of organic waste in

municipal solid waste landNlls. The global warming potential (GWP) is GWP 28 to 36 over 100 years. CO 2 , by deNnition, has a

GWP of 1 Nitrous oxide is emitted during industrial activities, combustion of fossil fuels and solid waste, as well as during

wastewater treatment.

GWP of 265 to 298 times greater than that of CO 2 HydroOuorocarbons, perOuorocarbons, sulfur hexaOuoride, and nitrogen

triOuoride are potent synthetic greenhouse gases that are emitted from a variety of industrial processes. F-gases are

sometimes used as substitutes for stratospheric ozone-depleting substances. These gases are emitted in smaller amounts, but

because they are potent greenhouse gases, they are sometimes referred to as high global warming potential gases. The GWPs

of these gases can be in the thousands or tens of thousands.
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Nuclear energy is not as harmful as they portray it to be according to a nuclear expert Galen Winsor.

atomicinsights.com/galen-winsor-asks-who-owns-the-plutonium-how-much-i..  "During his more than 30 years of professional

involvement in handling nuclear materials, Winsor stubbornly refused to change his habits. He considered the used fuel pool at the

Morris, IL recycling plant to be his personal “warm swimming hole”, he gave talks during which he licked uranium dioxide off of the

palm of his hand and he once Nlled a two liter bottle from a used fuel pool and kept that water on his ovce desk for a daily drink."
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I always thought small next-gen nukes were a good idea. Evciently catalyzed hydrogen generation was developed/then disappeared.

There are tricks to getting high mileage from vehicles that also vanished. Forests and wetlands have been plowed and paved, but

reforestation, tree planting and regenerative agriculture has lagged. And look at all the waste of energy and resources, all the vicious

monopolists, the pointless overpopulation. Life is temporary and pointless, so I can ultimately care less as I pass through this crazy

world. We're all screwed from the get-go.
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Good references, Randall. Also. CRYOSPHERA BRINGS ITS EFFICIENT AND SUSTAINABLE INDUSTRIAL REFRIGERATION

SYSTEM TO THE UNITED STATES The Spanish company Cryosphera, focused on the agri-food sector, has developed effective

solutions both in the environmental aspect. The manager says: “The main idea and commitment of the company is to combat

climate change. There is a lot of talk about diesel and cars, but what heats up the planet the most are industries and evcient

cooling systems have a direct impact on that Nght.” They use refrigerants that do not warm the planet. Normally, in industrial

refrigeration, Ouorinated gases are used that contribute to this heating, but the company has designed a system that uses

natural refrigerants such as ammonia and CO2”.

For all this, the support of IDEPA and its aid network has been especially relevant. In addition to its own funds, investment in

R+D+i has been Nnanced since its foundation thanks to a participative loan from the Regional Promotion Society (SRP).

Innovation is the basis of the company Cryosphera, which has developed an industrial refrigeration system to, for example,

cover the cold needs in meat facilities such as ham dryers or slaughterhouses, among others, and which can also be

implemented in ice.

The difference of this low-charge Lowdone system is that it reduces the refrigerant charge of the equipment by 70% compared

to a conventional one. "It is like a car that, with less tank, does more kilometers. It also increases the performance of the

machine", as explained by Javier Martínez, one of the partners of this company, which is based in Asturias and in the CEEI

Teruel, from work is done in the R+D+i area and the commercial part of the product is carried out throughout Spain, at

elEconomista.es
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The system developed -for which it was the winner in the category of Auxiliary Industry within the 1st edition of the Accelera

Awards held at the International Meat Attraction Fair at IFEMA- also minimizes the environmental impact, being more

sustainable not only because of this reduction refrigerant charge, but also by using natural and more sustainable gases.

SpeciNcally, it is committed to ammonia and CO2, whose impact is reduced in the case of the former and zero in the case of the

latter. www.eleconomista.es/aragon/noticias/10128551/10/19/Cryosphera-lleva-su..
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Mercola Forum member "showmeaschematic", in his bio-page, pointed out the safe(r) possibility of small, quasi-nuclear power

plants known as liquid Ouoride thorium reactors (LFTR), that could safely and strategically be situated throughout the country.

https://www.thmsr.com/en/lftr/  ~~ en.wikipedia.org/.../Liquid_Ouoride_thorium_reactor
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The Spanish multinational Applus+, qualiNed to participate in the development of green hydrogen, the new energy vector that

could return Spain to the forefront of renewables Spain, like the other 194 signatories of the Paris Agreement, has committed to

zero emissions by 2050. In this scenario, renewable energies are an unstoppable phenomenon that has led to several important

milestones during 2020 in Spain: 69% of the electricity demand was covered with generation technologies that do not emit CO2

into the atmosphere; 44% of all electricity generated came from renewable sources; and the national park of coal-Nred power

generation plants, one of the most polluting technologies, has been almost completely dismantled. Spain has everything to

once again become a world benchmark in the renewable energy sector, as it was before the 2008 crisis: according to the latest

estimates, "the country of the sun" has one of the greatest potentials for generating green hydrogen from all over Europe, and

the 1,500 million European Next Generation funds that it will allocate speciNcally to the development of green hydrogen will be

crucial.

Spain is the solar leader in Europe and is not badly served by wind potential, but it needs to make a strong commitment to

research and development of cutting-edge technologies. Green hydrogen is one of the renewable technologies with the greatest

projection, and should be the focus of a large part of these investments.
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Hydrogen is the most abundant element in the universe, but it is not found in isolation; hence, green hydrogen is not considered

a "natural resource", as in the case of the wind or the sun, but is considered an energy vector. Current processes to isolate

hydrogen emit CO2 into the atmosphere because the raw material from which hydrogen is extracted is hydrocarbons, oil, gas or

coal. Instead, green hydrogen is extracted from water using electricity from renewable sources. The result is zero emissions

One of the reasons why this technology arouses so much interest is because of its transversal nature.

Not only could it be used to store energy in the form of hydrogen in tanks, and then generate electricity with it in the event of a

shortage of natural renewable sources, such as in pumped hydro, but it could also be used to reduce the environmental impact

of key sectors. of the economy thanks to hydrogen batteries for transport, replacing current combustion engines, or replacing

gray hydrogen, currently used in many industrial processes.
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You betcha. And it's twin in destructiveness is Nat currency attached to nothing but blind faith in man, or fear of the man (Nrst recorded

history of it was as ordered by the godman emperor of the Dragon people in China, convert&use or we cut off your hand...[I can hear

the dialectitions now: at least it wasn't Latin or Arabic 'convert or die'...& as if they're not connected to the same beast & spirit...lol;

point is that a man without a hand won't live so long...you know? If he doesn't get infected or bleed to death ['mercifully' cauterized like

the Inquisition used to 'mercifully' garrot respected men like Tyndale at the stake...logical disconnect there, eh?], he's going to go

through life handicapped & not in demand in a labor based, no mercy 'karmic', survival of the Nttest and/or occulted power elite

hierarchical society of craft....was carried west along the Silk Road, picked up by Idumea/Edom/the Nabateans & Dedan, w/the

Greco-Egyptian Ptolemies trying in vain to learn the 'secret' until Rome extorted & tortured it out of them, the center moving to Venice

& Rome).

  Let's not forget that digital & META etc is also backed by the same ideals & spirit, merchandising everything that is visible & physical;

then 'moving on' to crafting something from nothing & the invisible, & merchandising it, too.

The spirit of the thing, & lack of connection to whole & pure truth & openness is the issue. That rules out a whole bunch of the

supposed salvations & solutions, & proves them to be just different faces & limbs attaching back to the same critter rooted in the

same common ground of partial, sorta, corrupted truth.....otherwise known as another lie & bondage of tyranny.
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Vaxine. Why stupid people think they are smart. secularheretic.substack.com/p/mk-ultra-cognitive-bias-programming?utm_..
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A reduction in energy needs is the rational solution which is linked to population.
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the battle is for resources - energy and access to energy is a proven path to great wealth - the Rockefellers who push for control of all

energy are oligarchs that monopolized the resource of oil - this becomes important when the robber barons that populate the wealth

arena focus on this aspect of human life - the Snake Gates has his beady eye and forked tongue snivng out avenues of inNltration that

will allow him to leverage his ample fortune inrto the Midas level of total ownership of resources that the Snake so obviously seeks - to

be the richest of them all - this childish immature narcissist desires to be " KING OF THE CASTLE" while the rest of us are the " DIRTY

RASCALS" - this demand by Gates and his cronies is evidence of his selNsh brat like conditioning - to quote Dylan's Masters of War - "

And I hope that you die / And your death will come soon / I'll follow your casket / By the pale afternoon / And I'll watch while you're

lowered / Down to your deathbed / And I'll stand over your grave / 'Til I'm sure that you're dead
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Yes, Stan, The Climate Movement (New Green Deal) is funded by major charities and corporate foundations, including the

National Endowment for Democracy, Soros Open Society Foundations, Rockefeller Brothers Trust, Shell Foundation, BP,

Goldman Sachs, and more. While “big oil” is responsible for the devastating impacts of the fossil fuel industry, the architect of

big oil, i.e. the Rockefeller family, is the main protagonist of the Green New Deal: “Starting in the 1980s, the Rockefeller Brothers

Fund became one of the main proponents of the global warming agenda. … In its Sustainable Development Agenda Review, the

Rockefeller Brothers Fund boasts of being one of the Nrst major activists against global warming, citing its strong defense of

both the 1988 formation of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC ) of the UN and the establishment in 1992 of

the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change”.

www.globalresearch.ca/.../5690209  (2021) It was also Rockefeller with his money who fought Natural Medicine, taking the

opportunity to expand his oil business, inNltrating American medicine with highly addictive coal tar formulations. Rockefeller

bought a German pharmaceutical company that made chemical weapons for Adolf Hitler, and quickly put it to use, inNltrating US

drug supplies.
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the robber barons of the 19th Century are still at work plundering and exploiting anything that moves and is not yet nailed down

- the Rockefeller's together with the Snake Junior's daddy Snake Senior are the ugly face of the "dog eats dog" Crony Capitalism

that has made our God given planet into their feeding ground - good post Gui - thank you
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T. Roosevelt tried to hinder them, to tie down& limit by law the monopolists& occulted centralized global corporatist powers w/

his legislation that so angered them. He was hindered by the Augustinian error tho,that of the Manifest Destiny kingdom

builders w/ their form of evolutionary& empire-kingdom-builder thinking& doubleminded instability in his Christianity. Due to his

ill health in his youth, his father put him on a strict regimen& sent him out West where he rubbed shoulders w/ all manner of

men: yellow w/their caste pigtails reminding them of their 'place' in the pyramid& in fear of the Emperor& upper levels even at

that distance!, red men pagan& non, ditto black& mulatto men, brown Mestizos,& all manner of European immigrants where he

was impressed w/their common sin,nobility& struggles,all exploited by the monopolists& self-made men like occult- &

Romish-Babylonian-European-connected Vanderbilt,Carnegie, Rockefeller, the Manifest Destiny craftsman Ford; AND by their

religious craft priests, gurus, the more highly 'evolved' castes sorted& initiated into the 'mysteries'.

He didn't Nt in w/ his East Coast elite family& peers,OR really w/ the 'lessers'& common men who saw him as an elite,&never

fully trusted him, tho he proved himself manly& honest,straight w/ them& not exploitive,gaining their respect.

The word he used to describe the European elite after his mandatory European tour for men of his station in life,seemed strange

to me:he said they were 'perverse'. And, he commenced to building his White Navy,& teaching his 'speak softly& carry a big stick'

doctrine.Still, unless just as he died,grieving Kermit killed in the Nrst War, I don't think he recognized the Harlot in her less

obvious Augustinian guise.

Blacks were given protections under his political tenure&leadership, Rome open& Napoleonic, banking& corporatist, was

hindered, Philippinos staffed the White House. Princeton Wilson reversed it all,dancing to House's tune.His wife despised her

rival.
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The whole life cycle of all components need to be accounted for to make anything 'Green'. In that photo of the solar panel array above,

take note of all the Aluminium holding those solar panels up. Smelting Aluminum takes an Electric Blast Furnace to do. When that

energy is accounted for and the energy it took to mine the raw material, the energy to package and ship, and install, what is the actual

payback time from that solar array?
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Killers of the Flower Moon is an excellent book and an easy read, It reads like a mystery novel, even though it actually happened, I

heard several of these names growing up, when I visited family in Oklahoma but did not know the context. I wonder if the

"Rockefellers" of our day are any different. It does not seem like it. MMC88121
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The Luciferians are hell-bent on destroying this entire civilization! Who/what is going to stop them?
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nly LOVE can stop them Randy - www.youtube.com/watch
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There was a lot of love back then, Stan. Here's another Motown classic you may appreciate: www.youtube.com/watch
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Don't forget, Gentlemen, that old Lucifer in whom iniquity was found, that former covering cherub self-corrupted from what he

was created to be, to become Satan,& who approached the woman w/ Adam standing complacently & passively by, thru that

serpent more subtil than any beast of the Neld which the LORD God had made.... is subtil & impure in his motives presented

seductively as 'love'. After corrupting himself he became a lie& the father of it,& sought to spread that corruption& damnation to

mankind created in the image of God & w/ body, soul & spirit.

He misjudged God& his provision, being a fallen creature & angelic beast not so created,& coveting the image of God place&

position of mankind, taking dominion over the fallen creation. Ezekiel 28& John 8 KJB.  Woman, the help meet for Man, was

taken out of the Man by God. Just as men today are taken out of the body of mankind by the will & power of God (Jn1)sorting

men by whether they receive truth& true love; or turn from it to the false, become the 'strange woman'.

Woman is a type of either the truly redeemed of God religious body which will 1 day be manifested& joined w/ God in

consummation; or of the self-made, 'strange woman', the adulterous woman& unfaithful, turned from pure truth& holiness to

that false& impure: the imperious whore, consort, witch as the Jews worshipped her:the 'Queen of Heaven' in Jeremiah 7& 44,&

w/ her false& counterfeit demi-god son Tammuz:a sons of God, daughters of men corruption,a hybrid, romanticized& idolized

from the pre-Flood Gen 6 corruption,&a thing which happened again afterwards,in Canaan& Babel.

She either is that true& faithful; or the harlot of fornicating spirituality. Not all 'love' w/o the deNning context& distinctions is the

same: beware the 'from a distance' mantra of sirens& witches of that other lying& changeling spirit. She follows the doubt,

slander, promise divinity lying pattern of her spiritual father in Genesis 3, & which Jesus exposed in Jn 8, 10&Matthew23
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Well some appear to doing things differently: “New” recycling technology- separating hydrocarbons, “no” emission, onsite (eg landNlls,

dumps etc) extraction / recycling, usable end product- (Dr David E Martin and James Purpura) Related link

activatehumanity.world/activate-recycling  https://youtu.be/TFeZ90VEIPA
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The Greatest of all Great Resets is when the Nnal words dead end. Mankind endures no more suffering, as the existence of which has

all perished and is now organic fertilizers. But fear not, the earth is Nne, Mother Nature in conjunction with the gravity and the oceans

push and scrub away all the sins. The earth has been healing itself for a billion or so years. Maybe more. But we won't see the end

results of the beauty that all of re-creation is capable of in time and space on the morning news. Now there's where "we are all in this

together" is spot on reality.   Say goodnight Irene!
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LOL! Good old bloody mother nature, red in tooth & claw....turns out to be Kali! is it male, or female....it's Diana/Baphomet, or

just another one of the many masks of the spirit behind idolatrous MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS

AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH, the openly & directly blaspheming one, 'west', & not her dialectic sister/brother/it 'East'

which is really just the same in spirit & substance, comfortably numb & able to comfortably merge because initiated birds of a

feather!  Blind leap from temporal corruption & death to eternal corruption & death: THAT's the answer, the 'secret'....except it's

terrible to sober up & wake up in the truth one thought they'd 'pretended' and 'visualized' and 'willed' away denying truth & w/o

excuse facing Truth & Life personiNed & having rejected Him for the lie & death & Hell.

Let me guess: you live in Colorado& just did your funerary pre-planning w/the NEW 'natural reduction' human remains

composting program they've just legalized.

Call it Rock-n-Roll Seven Mountain Mandate High 'East' meets its other arm 'West', or mystical spiritism 'g' cloak meets 'science

falsely so-called' 'g' cloak, but is so drunk on experience,& pride,& blinded w/that one eye shut, that it thinks it's another

manifestation of itself, another step in 'evolution' on the wrong ladder that sure ain't Christ& Jacob's Ladder.  Some mystical

'great leap'& 'awakening' rather than the 'falling back'& blinding, drunken slumber which it is. Genesis 11; Genesis 28; & John 1

KJB.

1 Thessalonians 5 & Revelation 17-18 KJB. LORD, this Book just gets more amazing & obviously not of creaturely origin

everyday! You can't make this stuff up, but what they're doing in their common ground diversity fornicating union was all

foretold& explained there. And you don't have to be high or drunk or willfully blind to 'get it' or to 'see' it. Just have free will

conscientious choice still functional & not utterly turned from truth: ears to hear & eyes to see!
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The only real choice is probably geothermal. But to do any good at all we would have to tap into the volcanic activity of the planet to

make it work. And that is a nightmare for any engineer attempting to do so. Under our feet are temperatures and energy. But those

temperatures are deep in the Earth's crust for the most part. The problem with all energy is it comes with baggage. And that is the real

problem.
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Both the true LORD Jehovah, the Faithful & true, the Godhead, holy, holy, holy....and the false counterfeits, the Baal and Baalim,

are associated w/ energy, power,& lightning. It's choice& truth that makes all the difference which spirit comes w/ it, & whether

it's true& legitimate,lawful stewardship& knowledge& merchandising: self-limiting by God's truth& good will; or false, exploitive,

merchandising,& lawless, self-exalting, self-excusing, self-justifying as that old fallen cherub of Ezekiel 28& spirit behind the

mighty men &Balaamite craft as Gen 11, Numbers 22-24, his error& methodology explaining his judgment& end in Numbers

31;& as Isaiah 14 KJB; the cherub beast usurper, that spirit behind Pharoah& all those idolatrously crafted godmen types&

builders who've rejected the chief cornerstone.

One offers an open Book, the other occulted ones& secrets. Balaam& Baal's type pops back up in 2 Peter 2, Jude,& w/

Jezebel's& the doctrine of the nicolaitans which thing the true Jesus hates, in Revelation 2.

The end of both false prophet/craft power& order, as well as the strange woman false religion riding it,yoked to it in fornicating

spiritual union, is covered in Revelation 6-20 KJB. As the manifest glory of God in the most holy of Solomon's Temple was

removed by the Lord& the faithful cherubs chariot of the Lord before the Temple& those false deNling it& corrupting Judah&

Jerusalem were judged in Ezekiel 8-11;so,too the veiled glory in the circumcized hearts of men,known surely only of God,&now

in vessels-temples of clay, he who now letteth will let until he be taken out of the way (2 Thessalonians 2; 1 Thess 4; 1

Corinthians 15 KJB), that the time of Jacob's trouble (Jeremiah 30 KJB), Daniel's 70th week (Dan 2; 9-12 KJB) may

commence,when Jacob will be sifted& a remnant saved,& the LORD will return to Nnally be known of them after refusing the

true,receiving the fake,the counterfeit come in his own name, worshipping not the god of his fathers,but a god of forces
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2) See also Zechariah & Ezekiel, the closing chapters of Isaiah & the minor prophets; & compare with Revelation 6-20 KJB.

Amazing. See Revelation 11 where the 2 witnesses are slain: Moses& Elijah as at the mount of transNguration in the Gospels, &

John the Baptist as Elijah refused by the Jews,Elijah come the 2nd& Nnal time. Compare their works & signs w/ those of Moses

of the Law, & Elijah of the Prophets: the Law & the Prophets. The Beast who ascends from the bottomless pit kills them...called

Abaddon in Hebrew, Apollyon in Greek: Revelation 9& 11.

He w/ the Dragon & false prophet go on to be the false trinity,blaspheming the holy, holy, holy of the triune Godhead in Rev 16:

Hear, O Israel, the LORD your God is one God. Deuteronomy 6, see also Exodus 3& John 8 KJB. Rev 13-16.Zechariah.Their rock

is not as our Rock,even our enemies being the judges. Matthew 11. I think of the 'lightning' of the SS insignia,& the falling 'dove'

winged thing, the star which falls w/ the key to the bottomless pit,for which they await: their star of Remphan& Chiun,to release

their Oaming 'Phoenix'.

Not quite what they're expecting.Then back in Rev 11, the 7th seal is broken,& it says Jerusalem is shaken, the nations are

angry& the time come to reward his prophets, the saints& those who fear his name (compare w/ the 3 groups 1 Cor 10:27 KJB);

& to judge those which destroy the earth. They receive their idolatrous desire,also their judgment as they share in the

agenda,end& inheritance of the 1st self-corrupted one,the false light& seducer more subtil than any beast of the Neld which the

LORD God had made: having rejected the true Light which lighteth every man that cometh into the world.

Ezekiel 28, Genesis 3, John 1 & Ephesians. INSANE. The Lord is plainly in control of these things he foresaw& foretold, provided

for. We're not immune from suffering,but our suffering has an end. Not so those following that false to remain dead in

trespasses& sins, subject to the 2nd&eternal death.
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